
Single.Earth Wins UNESCO Innovation Award

Single.Earth wins the UNESCO Netexplo

Innovation Award 2022 for protecting

nature by making conservation

profitable.

PARIS, FRANCE, April 14, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Single.Earth,

which tokenizes nature for its

ecological value, was selected as one of

the award winners from 3,000

technology initiatives.

The mission of Netexplo is to present

and showcase the trends that underlie and represent the latest applications of technology from

all parts of the world. 

The Innovation Forum, which UNESCO and Netexplo Observatory have co-hosted since 2011,

We’ve had huge progress in

the past two years, and it’s

really great to see that this is

now highlighted as

innovation, this crazy idea.”

Merit Valdsalu, Single.Earth

CEO and co-founder

addresses challenges relating to digital developments and

seeks to harness them to build inclusive knowledge

societies and support sustainable development. 

“We take a humanist, critical and constructive view of

innovation. It’s not about the tech; it’s about what you can

do with it. We stay ahead of the curve by tracking weak

signals,” the organizers said.

“We’ve had huge progress in the past two years, and it’s

really great to see that this is now highlighted as innovation, this crazy idea. We are really, really

humbled to get this recognition,” said Single.Earth co-founder and CEO Merit Valdsalu.

Enrique Dans, professor of digital marketing and management at IE Business School Madrid, saw

the idea, which combines two of his focus areas - climate and crypto - as very interesting.

“I’m sure we will be seeing many proponents of this type of mechanism, creating

cryptocurrencies in exchange for something that helps us fight the climate emergency. It’s like

placing a long bet on the future of our planet, which is extremely important. That is something

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://single.earth/


that we definitely need to do,” Dans said at the awards ceremony.

The Innovation Award Winners from previous years include Tidal, Clubhouse, and Slack. This

year Netexplo picked 10 award winners from 3,000 innovations worldwide in every field, from art

and education to business and sustainable development, for a wide-ranging, multicultural

selection.

Single.Earth was founded in 2019 by CEO Merit Valdsalu and CTO Andrus Aaslaid after winning

the Garage48 Future of Wood hackathon with the project that proved that nature can be

commercialized without being sold as raw material.

The company raised in July 2021 a seed funding round of $7.9 million. The investment round was

led by EQT Ventures, with participation from existing investor Icebreaker and Ragnar Sass and

Martin Henk, founders of Pipedrive.
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